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Maximum likelihood estimation and likelihood ratio tests for nonlinear, non-Gaussian state-space models require numerical integration for
likelihood calculations. Several methods, including Monte Carlo (MC) expectation maximization, MC likelihood ratios, direct MC integration, and particle  lter likelihoods, are inef cient for the motivating problem of stage-structured population dynamics models in experimental settings. An MC kernel likelihood (MCKL) method is presented that estimates classical likelihoods up to a constant by weighted kernel
density estimates of Bayesian posteriors. MCKL is derived by using Bayesian posteriors as importance sampling densities for unnormalized
kernel smoothing integrals. MC error and mode bias due to kernel smoothing are discussed and two methods for reducing mode bias are
proposed: “zooming in” on the maximum likelihood parameters using a focused prior based on an initial estimate and using a posterior
cumulant-based approximation of mode bias. A simulated example shows that MCKL can be much more ef cient than previous approaches
for the population dynamics problem. The zooming-in and cumulant-based corrections are illustrated with a multivariate variance estimation
problem for which accurate results are obtained even in 20 parameter dimensions.
KEY WORDS: Importance sampling; Monte Carlo expectation maximization; Monte Carlo kernel likelihood; Monte Carlo likelihood
ratio; Population dynamics; State-space model.

1. INTRODUCTION
A dif culty for frequentist likelihood-based analysis with
mechanistic models is that the models often include unknown
states or process errors, so that likelihood calculations require
high-dimensional integrations. Approaches to maximum likelihood estimation using Monte Carlo (MC) integration in this
setting include MC expectation maximization (MCEM) (Wei
and Tanner 1990; Chan and Ledolter 1995; McCulloch 1997;
Robert and Casella 1999; Booth and Hobert 1999; Hürzeler
and Künsch 2001; Levine and Casella 2001); MC likelihood
ratio (MCLR) estimation via importance sampling (Geyer and
Thompson 1992; Geyer 1994, 1996; McCulloch 1997); basic
MC integration;more advanced MC integration, such as importance sampling (Durbin and Koopman 1997, 2000); and particle  ltering (PF) (Gordon, Salmond, and Smith 1993; Kitagawa
1996, 1998; Pitt and Shephard 1999; Doucet, de Freitas, and
Gordon 2001b; Hürzeler and Künsch 2001). However, for my
motivating model, a biologically stage-structured population
dynamics model for a replicated experimental setting, none of
these methods is very ef cient.
I present a faster approach based on estimating likelihoods
from weighted kernel density estimates of a Bayesian posterior, which is motivated by importance sampling the kernel
smoothing integral. I consider convergence and accuracy of
the method, including MC error and mode bias due to kernel smoothing. I give methods to gain accuracy by “zooming
in” on the likelihood maximum using focused priors, which
is equivalent to importance sampling near the maximum, and
to estimate the mode bias due to kernel smoothing using posterior cumulants. I give a second example showing that even
in 10–20 dimensions, these methods can provide high accuracy for chi-squared hypothesis test cutoffs. This approach may
be widely and easily applicable, because it can take advantage of the boom in computational methods for Bayesian posterior sampling.
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My investigation is motivated by the need to  t demographic
models to time series from ecological population dynamics
experiments. In population ecology there is a wide gap between plausible mechanistic models and models commonly
used to analyze data. Population dynamics experiments typically produce replicated time series structured by species, life
stages within species, and/or location. These common types
of experiments (reviewed by Hairston 1989, Underwood 1997;
Resetarits and Bernardo 1998) follow a long tradition that includes classic work by Huffaker (1958) on predatory and herbivorous spider mites and by Gause (1934) and Luckinbill
(1973) on predator and prey protozoans. Population dynamics
experiments are used to study direct and indirect species interactions (e.g., Wootton 1994; Rosenheim, Kaya, Ehler, Marois,
and Jaffee 1995; Karban, English-Loeb, and Hougen-Eitzman
1997; Murdoch, Nisbet, McCauley, de Roos, and Gurney 1998;
Ellner et al. 2001; Rosenheim 2001; Snyder and Ives 2001),
population cycles (e.g., Nicholson and Bailey 1935; Gurney,
Blythe, and Nisbet 1980; McCauley, Nisbet, Murdoch, de Roos,
and Gurney 1999), species’ roles in ecosystem functioning
(e.g., Naeem, Thompson, Lawler, Lawton, and Wood n 1994;
Downing and Leibold 2002), trophic cascades (e.g., Carpenter
and Kitchell 1993; Ives, Carpenter, and Dennis 1999; Strong,
Whipple, Child, and Dennis 1999; Pace, Cole, Carpenter, and
Kitchell 1999; Klug, Fischer, Ives, and Dennis 2000), and laboratory “model” systems (e.g., Costantino, Desharnais, Cushing,
and Dennis 1997; Kaunzinger and Morin 1998; Holyoak 2000;
Dennis, Desharnais, Cushing, Henson, and Costantino 2001).
I use agricultural insect ecology to illustrate the model- tting
problem for population dynamics experiments. Entomologists
routinely conduct laboratory, greenhouse, and  eld experiments
in which abundancesof eggs, immatures, and adults of different
species are estimated at several times under various plant conditions, predator communities, or other experimental treatments.
Currently, such data are almost always analyzed with generalized linear models that do not re ect processes of reproduction, growth, mortality, and predation that produced the data.
In contrast, the models used for theoreticalstudies of population
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dynamics describe these processes and often involve nonlinear
predator–prey interactions, time lags arising from development,
and other factors that can produce complex dynamics (e.g.,
Metz and Diekmann 1986; Tuljapurkar and Caswell 1997;
Gurney and Nisbet 1998).
Because of their relative dimensionality of noises, states, observations, and replicates, experimental population dynamics
problems have a different balance of ef ciency issues than other
state-space or hidden-variables problems. MC state-space research has typically considered methods for single long time
series, such as for  nancial data (Carlin, Polson, and Stoffer
1992; Shephard and Pitt 1997; Tanizaki and Mariano 1998;
Pitt and Shephard 1999; Durham and Gallant 2002) or  sheries catch and survey records (Bjørnstad, Fromentin, Stenseth,
and Gjosaeter 1999; Meyer and Millar 1999; Millar and Meyer
2000). At the other extreme, MC methods for experimental data
have been applied to generalized linear mixed models, where
data are iid and the likelihood requires a MC integration over
unknown random variables (Clayton 1996; McCulloch 1997;
Booth and Hobert 1999). Experimental population dynamics
data mix these features in the form of short, replicated time series. In addition, realistic population dynamics models are often
continuous in time or have a short time step, so that the space
of random disturbances entering the process may be of much
higher dimension than the observation space. Also, the aim here
is to calculate approximate likelihood ratio tests, whereas most
MC state-space research has addressed nonexperimental settings with more focus on  ltering and smoothing than on parameter estimation and testing.
I compare  ve MC methods for likelihood maximization.
Two of the main approaches in the literature are MCEM (Wei
and Tanner 1990; Chan and Ledolter 1995; McCulloch 1997;
Robert and Casella 1999; Booth and Hobert 1999) and MCLR
(Geyer and Thompson 1992, Geyer 1994, 1996; McCulloch
1997), which both use alternating steps of MC sampling and
local maximization (but see Levine and Casella 2001 for potential improvements). Two other natural candidates for the
problem are PF (Gordon et al. 1993; Kitagawa 1996; Pitt and
Shephard 1999; Doucet et al. 2001b) and basic MC integration, possibly with importance sampling, which I call MC direct (MCD). The method developed here, MC kernel likelihood
(MCKL), temporarily treats parameters as random variables
for purposes of Markov Chain MC (MCMC) sampling and
then uses a weighted kernel density estimator to approximate
a classical likelihood surface. MCKL is related to kernel density estimation of Bayesian posterior distributions (West 1993;
Chen 1994; Givens and Raftery 1996; Liu and West 2001), but
the approach here of using kernel density estimates to recover
the classical likelihood surface for a state-space model appears
to be new.
Next I introduce the MC likelihood methods in detail.
For MCKL, I discuss convergence, MC error and smoothing
mode bias, zooming in by resampling near the mode to reduce
smoothing bias, and estimating smoothing bias from posterior
cumulants. I then introduce an example population model and
hypothetical experiment, and compare maximum likelihood
convergence of the different methods. Finally, I use a problem
of multivariate standard deviation estimation to illustrate and
evaluate the zooming and cumulant-based corrections.
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2. MONTE CARLO LIKELIHOOD METHODS
Suppose that there are n experimental units with data vectors Yi , i D 1; : : : ; n, which include both multiple times and
multiple observation dimensions. To be more explicit, denote
Yi D .Yi .1/; : : : ; Y i .T //, where Yi .t/ is a vector of observations at time t and there is a  xed set of observation times,
t D 1; : : : ; T . (For notational simplicity, I assume the same
set of observation times for each replicate.) The methods here
require only that the model be amenable to various MC algorithms: MCMC for the MCKL, MCEM, and MCLR methods and sequential particle  ltering for the PF method. For
each replicate i, let º i be the unknown states or process
noises, with probability density Pr.º i /, and let Pr.Yi jº i / be
the probability density of observations given states. Denote
º i D .º i .1/; : : : ; º i .T //, where º i .t/ are the process noises
from time t ¡ 1 to t, which may include many model time steps
(and noise values) between observation times.
Each method aims to maximize the likelihood integral for the
d-dimensional parameter vector 2,
n Z
Y
L.2/ D
Pr.Yi jº i / Pr.º i / dº i ;
(1)
iD1

or l.2/ D log L.2/. Although (1) makes sense with º as either states or process noises, from here on I use it as process
noises and write X.º/ for the states. In other words, Pr.Yi jº i /
will usually involve a calculation of state dynamics from the
process noises, with the observation density related to the state
values. In the example that follows, º’s are random environmental variations, X is a time trajectory of dynamics for an age
cohort model with a 1-day time step, and Y is a time series of
estimates taken every 10 days of the abundance of several life
stages, each of which is a summation of multiple age cohorts.
For general introduction of each method, I do not need to specify dimensions for states, noises, or observations. Treatment of
initial conditions is assumed to be included in the notation. If
these conditions are  xed, then the state calculations start from
them; if they are random, then they are included in the process
noises. Dependence of probabilities on 2 is suppressed in the
notation. Finally, everything is written for continuous variables,
but could be easily adapted to discrete variables.
Only the MCD and PF methods estimate the likelihood without introducing an unknown constant. For the other methods,
after estimating the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), it is
necessary to estimate the likelihood at the MLE for purposes
of likelihood ratio approximate hypothesis tests, and I assume
that this is feasible. For my population dynamics example, I do
this through an importance-sampled MC estimate of (1), with
an estimate of each Pr.º i jYi / as the importance density for
each Pr.º i / (Shephard and Pitt 1997).
2.1 Monte Carlo Direct
The most obvious approach, MCD draws a large sam.j /
ple fº i gm
j D1 from each Pr.º i / and uses
"
#
n
m
X
1 X ¡ 
.j / ¢

l.2/ ¼
:
log
Pr Yi º i
(2)
m
iD1

j D1

This method suffers from the inef ciency of basic MC inte.j /
gration: a large variance of Pr.Yi jº i / (Robert and Casella
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1999, sec. 3.2). However, it has the potential ef ciency that the
same noise sample and state trajectories can be used for each
replicate within a treatment group. If the same model applies
to i 2 I, where I de nes a treatment group, then a single sam.j /
.j /
ple fº I gm
j D1 and only one calculation of each X.º I / can be
used in the inner sum of (2) for each i 2 I. This may be useful
.j /
if X.º i / is the most computationallyintensive step for each j .
For likelihood maximization, MCD provides a smooth surface
in 2 if the same MC sample is used for all 2.
2.2 Particle Filter
A basic PF, or bootstrap  lter (Doucet et al. 2001a), likelihood approximation uses a sampling importance-resampling
(SIR)-type algorithm at each observation time to obtain a sample from Pr.º i jYi /, as follows. The algorithm handles each
replicate separately, and subscripts i are omitted in this section
and replaced with time subscripts. Denote Yt D Y.t/, º t D º.t/,
Y1 : t D .Y 1 ; : : : ; Yt /, º 1 : t D .º 1 ; : : : ; º t /, and º 1 : t j1 : s D
.º 1 : t jY1 : s /. Also de ne dummy variables Y0 D ? and
Y1 : 0 D ?. Factor the likelihood sequentially for each replicate,
so that
Pr.Yj2/ D

T
Y
t D1

Pr.Yt jY 1 : t ¡1 /:

(3)

PF uses the following steps, starting with t D 1 and a sam.j /
ple fº 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 gm
j D1 , from Pr.º 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 /:
1. Estimate Pr.Yt jY 1 : t ¡1 / by direct MC integration as
Pm
.j /
1
j D1 Pr.Yt jº 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 /.
m
.j /

2. De ne normalized weights w .j / D Pr.Yt jº 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 /=
Pm
.j /
j D1 Pr.Yt jº 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 /.
3. Generate a sample from Pr.º 1 : t j1 : t / by drawing
.j /
.º 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 / with probability w .j / .
4. Generate a sample from Pr.º 1 : t C1j1 : t / by drawing
.j /
.j /
.j /
º t C1j1 : t from Pr.º t C1 jº 1 : t j1 : t / and setting º 1 : t C1j1 : t D
.j /

.j /

.º 1 : t j1 : t ; º t C1j1 : t /. Increment t and return to step 1.

Gordon et al. (1993) showed that this procedure works asymptotically (as m ! 1), but the primary dif culty in practice
is sample degradation as samples are lost in step 3 as t increases
(Doucet et al. 2001b). For likelihood maximization, PF has
the serious dif culty of not providing a smooth surface in 2.
Hürzeler and Künsch (2001) handled this by loess smoothing
the PF estimate of L.2/, a step that I do not try here because
it would be computationally expensive in the dimensionality of
my examples.
2.3 Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization
MCEM works by using MC samples for the expectations of
the EM algorithm. The MCEM algorithm is to start with 20 ,
.j /
obtain samples fº i gm
j D1 from Pr.º i jY i ; 2 0 / for each replicate i,  nd 21 by maximizing
n X
m
X
¡
1
.j /  ¢
21
log Pr Yi ; º i 
m
iD1 j D1

¼

n Z
X
iD1

log Pr.Y i ; º i j21 / Pr.º i jYi ; 20 / dº i ;

(4)

and  nally set 20 to the new value of 21 and repeat the procedure. The samples from Pr.º i jYi ; 20 / for each i could in
general be obtained with an MCMC or other algorithm. This
method requires a sample for each replicate for each iteration
of the algorithm, although Levine and Casella (2001) suggested
simply reweighting the previous sample according to importance sampling principles, if it covers the region of interest for
the next maximization step. MCEM also has the advantages
and drawbacks of the EM algorithm (Chan and Ledolter 1995;
McCulloch 1997); it can be slow to converge and can converge
to local maxima.
2.4 Monte Carlo Likelihood Ratio
MCLR works by using MC samples to approximate likelihood ratios. The approach is based on the importance sampling identity
l.2/ ¡ l.2S /
D

n
X
iD1

µZ
¶
Pr.Yi ; º i j2/
log
Pr.º i jYi ; 2S / dº i :
Pr.Yi ; º i j2S /

(5)

For MC approximation, one starts with a  xed initial guess 2S
.j /
and obtains samples (like MCEM) fº i gm
j D1 , from Pr.º i j
Yi ; 2S / for each replicate i and maximizes over 2
" m
#
n
X
X Pr.Yi ; º .j / j2/
i
l.2/ ¡ l.2S / ¼
:
log
(6)
.j /
;
º
Pr.Y
i
iD1
j D1
i j2 S /
The ef ciency of this method depends on how the importance
sampling approximation breaks down as 2 gets far from 2S ,
and MCLR has been observed to perform poorly in some
cases (Geyer 1994; McCulloch 1997). For example, if 2 is the
variance of a normal distribution, then for 2 > 2S , the MC
approximate integrals may not have  nite variance (Robert
and Casella 1999, sec. 5.3.2). Geyer (1996) suggested iterating the procedure—maximize 2 in a trust region around 2S ,
set 2S equal to 2, and start over—but this does not necessarily solve the convergence issue. Geyer (1994) and Geyer
(1996) suggested using importance sampling distributions that
are mixtures of the conditional noise distributions from several
different reference parameters. This seems to work well for a
one-dimensional parameter problem of an Ising model (Geyer
1994), but would gain complexity for higher-dimensional parameter spaces. Like MCEM, MCLR requires a sample for each
replicate for each iteration of the algorithm.
3. MONTE CARLO KERNEL LIKELIHOOD METHOD
The MCKL method appears to be a new approach to maximum likelihood parameter estimation for state-space models,
but it is related to kernel density estimation of Bayesian posterior densities (West 1993; Chen 1994; Givens and Raftery 1996;
Liu and West 2001). The approach involves temporarily treating
parameters as having probability densities and sampling from a
posterior density as in Bayesian methods. The likelihood can
then be estimated up to a constant as a weighted kernel density
estimate, with weights obtained by viewing the posterior as an
importance sampling density. (For a wide prior, the likelihood
can also be estimated up to a constant as an unweighted kernel
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density estimate divided by the prior; I brie y discuss this version later.) MCKL does not involve a Bayesian interpretation of
parameters, because only likelihoods are recovered in the end,
but I use terms like “prior” and “posterior” for consistency with
Bayesian methods.
MCKL involves the following steps:
1. Choose a prior Pr.2/ and use an MCMC (or some other
algorithm, such as a joint parameter-state particle  lter;
Liu and West 2001) to obtain a sample from
Pr.2; º 1 ; : : : ; º n jY 1 ; : : : ; Yn / /
Pr.2/

n
Y
iD1

Pr.Y i ; º i j2/:

(7)

The 2 dimensions of this sample are a sample from
the posterior,
PrS .2/ ´ Pr.2jY1 ; : : : ; Yn / D
Z

D

Z

¢¢¢

L.2/ Pr.2/
CS

Pr.2; º 1 ; : : : ; º n j
Y1 ; : : : ; Yn / dº 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dº n ;

R

(8)

where CS D L.2/ Pr.2/ d2.
2. Maximize the following kernel density estimate of the
likelihood up to the unknown constant CS :
m

¢
1 X ¡
LO h .2/ D
Kh 2; 2.j / w.j / ;
m

(9)

j D1

w .j / D

1
Pr.2.j / /

;

where f2.j / gm
j D1 are the sample points and Kh is a
normalized kernel smoother function with multivariate
bandwidth h D .h1 ; : : : ; hd /. For convenience, I assume
throughout that Kh is orthogonal and oriented
along the
Q
coordinate axes; that is, Kh .2; ´/ D dlD1 Khl .2l ; ´l /
where hl , 2l , and ´l are the l-axis components of h,
2, and ´ in d dimensions and Khl is a one-dimensional
kernel smoother. For example, for Gaussian Kh , I use
a diagonal covariance matrix with entries .h21 ; : : : ; h2d /.
I also assume Kh symmetric in every dimension, with
Kh .2; 2.j / / D Kh .2 ¡ 2.j / /.

To see that (9) is an unnormalized, importance-sampled,
kernel
estimate of L, consider a function g.2/ such that
R
g.2/L.2/ d2 exists. The usual importance sampling motivation is
Z
Z
L.2/
g.2/L.2/ d2 D g.2/
PrS .2/ d2;
(10)
PrS .2/
where PrS is an importance density. MCKL uses the special
choice PrS .2/ D Pr.2/L.2/=CS because L cannot be calculated directly, giving the MC estimate,
Z
m
CS X g.2.j / /
g.2/L.2/ d2 ¼
;
(11)
m
Pr.2.j / /
j D1
2.j / » Pr S .2/;

j D 1; : : : ; m;

MCKL uses g.2.j / / D Kh .2; 2.j / / and drops the normalization constant CS .
3.1 Convergence
Next I examine several aspects of MCKL convergence with
a focus on understanding rather than technical proofs. Romano
(1988) proved almost sure convergence of modes of kernel estimates as m ! 1 and h ! 0 with h À log.m/=m (see also
Grund and Hall 1995). These proofs have the useful feature of
requiring regularity only in a neighborhoodof the true mode, so
the possibilities of nonintegrability or in nite “moments” of L
are not problematic.Simply put, in reasonable cases kernel density estimates and their derivatives converge to their true values
as m ! 1 and h ! 0 in a coordinated way, so mode estimates
converge to the true mode.
To transfer proofs of convergence of kernel mode estimates
to the MCKL setting, compare unweighted, normalized kernel density estimates, for which the proofs were developed, to
the weighted, unnormalized kernel density estimates of MCKL.
The relation between the unweighted and weighted estimates
is exactly the relation between simple MC integration and
importance-sampled MC integration, and it is well known that
for a well-chosen importance density, the latter converges at
least as well as the former and is often more accurate. The unknown normalizing constant of MCKL is bounded over proper
priors (assuming bounded L), and scaling by a bounded constant also leaves proofs of mode convergenceintact. Thus mode
convergence transfers to both the importance sampling and
scaling aspects of MCKL. Moreover, MCKL can be more accurate for mode estimation in a region of high posterior density
than unweighted kernel density estimates, essentially because it
can use more sample points near the mode.
3.2 Accuracy in Practice
As in kernel estimation of entire densities, the key challenge
in kernel mode estimation is more practical than theoretical—
that is, to obtain useful choices of h > 0 and m < 1. Because h > 0 in practice, it is useful to consider accuracy for
 xed h as m ! 1. Denote the true likelihood as L0 , with
true mode 20 , and the smoothed likelihood as Lh D Kh ¤ L0 ,
where “¤” denotes convolution, with true mode 2h D 20 C
O h . Here 2
O h ¡ 2h is the MC
12h and MCKL mode estimate 2
error and 12h is the smoothing bias for  xed h. As before,
I use Kh orthogonal and oriented along the coordinate axes,
with h D .h1 ; : : : ; hd /. I use the derivative notation @l D @=@ 2l ,
@lm D @ 2 =@2l @ 2m , and so on, and rL D .@1 L; : : : ; @d L/,
.r 2 L/lm D @lm L. As m ! 1, CS LO h ! Lh by the law of large
numbers. In this setting, I consider MC variance of the MCKL
mode estimate as well as the more challenging problem of estimating and reducing its smoothing bias.
3.3 Monte Carlo Variance
I use M-estimator theory (van der Vaart 1998) to describe the
O h is a solution to the
MC error. The MCKL mode estimator 2
estimating equations
r LO h .2/ D

m

1 X rKh .2 ¡ 2.j / /
D 0:
m
Pr.2.j / /
j D1

(12)
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De ne Ãj .2/ D Kh .2 ¡ 2.j / /= Pr.2.j / /. General M-estimap O
tor theory gives that m.2
h ¡ 2 h / is asymptotically normal
with mean 0 and variance
£
¤
E[r 2 Ã.2h /]¡1 E .rÃ.2h //.rÃ.2h //T
£ E[r 2 Ã .2 h /] ¡1 ;

Integrating and expanding L around 20 relates 12h to h. For
Gaussian Kh this gives, for each l,
0D

(13)

d
X

where expectations are with respect to PrS .2/ (van der Vaart
1998, sec. 5.3, using rÃ instead of Ã ). In terms of Lh ,
E[r 2 Ã.2h /]¡1 D CS [r 2 Lh .2h /]¡1 ;

These results require that E[r 2 Ã.2h /] be invertible and, nontrivially, that (15) exist for all l; m D 1; : : : ; d. (Use of m as
a dimension subscript is separate from its use as sample size
throughout.)
When Pr.2/ and Kh are Gaussian with covariances 6 Pr
¡1
and 6 K , (15) is  nite when 26 ¡1
K ¡ 6 Pr is positive de nite, which is always true for suf ciently small 6 K . When
6 Pr D diag.¾12 ; : : : ; ¾d2 / (i.e., 6 Pr and 6 K have the same eigenvalues), this amounts to h2l < 2¾l2 for l D 1; : : : ; d. MC error
O h can be estimated by a plug-in estimator for (13) or by
of 2
a bootstrap (for independent samples) or a moving-block bootstrap for sequentially-dependent samples such as from MCMC
(Kunsch 1989; Efron and Tibshirani 1993; Mignani and Rosa
1995). I now focus on the more dif cult problem of smoothing bias.
3.4 Smoothing Bias
The usual conundrum of kernel density estimation is that estimation of smoothing bias requires more accurate knowledge
of the density than is provided from the kernel estimates. In the
current context, this is revealed by approximating 12h for
small h using the standard Taylor series for kernel
estimates (Silverman 1986; Scott 1992, sec. 6.3). Using
2 D .21 ; : : : ; 2d /, 2h D .2h;1 ; : : : ; 2h;d /, Kh .2/ D
Qd
mD1 Khm .2m /, Khm .2m / D K.2m =h m /= h m , @m Khm.2m / D
K 0 .2m =hm /= h2m , and 12h;m D 2h;m ¡ 2m D hm tm , all
for m D 1; : : : ; d, leads to
0 D @l Lh .2h /
´ 0
Z³Y
K .tl /
D
K.tm /
L.2h;1 ¡ h1 t1 ; : : : ; 2h;d ¡ hd td / dt:
hl
m6Dl

(16)

Expanding L around 2h gives
´ 0
Z ³Y
K .tl /
K.tm /
0D
hl
µ

m6Dl

£ L.2h / ¡
¡

1X
6 i;j;k

X
i

¡

(14)

and the .l; m/ matrix component of the middle expectation is
£
¤
E .rÃ.2h //.rÃ.2h //T lm
Z
1
[@l Kh .2h ¡ 2/][@m Kh .2h ¡ 2/]
D
L.2/ d2:
CS
Pr.2/
(15)

12h;m @lm L.20 /

mD1
d h2
X
j
j D1

Á

2

@ljj L.20 / C

i;j

¶
4

hi hj hk ti tj tk @ij k L.2h / C O.h / dt:

(17)

!
12h;m @ljj m L.20 /

mD1

C O.h4 /:

(18)

Estimating 12h from (18) is useful only if the derivatives of L
are known with greater accuracy than the kernel estimates used
O h in the  rst place. In the usual kernel density
to estimate 2
estimation context, with a  xed data sample, higher-order estimates are the primary option to reduce smoothing bias (Jones
and Signorini 1997), but these are ultimately limited by sample size. The MCKL situation is quite different, because much
greater improvements can be obtained by simulating additional
points in the region of the MLE, which I consider next.
3.4.1 Reducing Smoothing Bias by Zooming in. Suppose
O h , using h, m, Pr.2/,
that one has an initial estimate 2
and Pr S .2/ as well as some rough estimate of a new prior,
Pr0 .2/, that will yield a new posterior, Pr0S .2/ with more
weight than Pr S .2/ on 2h . The following approximation of
the MC error (13) shows that, for suf ciently small h, if Pr0S .2/
puts more weight than PrS .2/ on 2h , then it reduces (13).
This implies that with a sample of size m from Pr0S , an imO h0 , with h0 < hl , l D 1; : : : ; d, can be obproved estimate 2
l
tained with smaller smoothing bias and no greater MC error
O h . A natural choice for Pr0 is a parametric estimate
than for 2
of PrS , which performs well in Example 2 of Section 5. Alternatively, Pr0 might be based on an estimate of 12h , which
could come from a higher-order kernel estimate or, for a wide
prior, from the cumulant-based estimate given below.
De ne AS (with dependence on h implicit) to be the matrix factor of (13) that depends on Pr (or PrS ), that is, A Slm D
CS2 E[.rÃ .2h //.rÃ.2h //T ]lm , which, from (15), is
Z
L.y/2
ASlm D [@l Kh .2h ¡ y/][@m Kh .2h ¡ y/]
dy: (19)
PrS .y/
Using the same type of expansion as (17) gives, for the lth diagonal element,
ASll D

h2l
£

1
Qd

mD1 hm

µ

L.2h /2
[K]d ¡1 [K 0 ]
PrS .2h /
C [K]d ¡2 [K 0 ][K.2/ ]

1X
hi ti @i L.2h / C
hi hj ti tj @ij L.2h /
2

d
X

X
i6Dl

³

³
h2i @ii

L.2h /2
PrS .2h /

´

´
¶
L.2h /2
4
C [K]
C O.h / ; (20)
Pr S .2h /
R
R
where
[K] D K.t/2 dt , R [K 0 ] D K 0 .t/2 dt, [K.2/ ] D
R 2
0
t K.t/2 dt, and [K.2/
] D t 2 K 0 .t/2 dt. Off diagonal-terms
can be derived similarly, but have no O.1/ term inside the
d ¡1

0
[K.2/
]h2l @ll
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brackets. For suf ciently small h, the leading term indicates
that asymptotic variance decreases as PrS puts more weight
at 2h . This suggests the interpretation that, to  rst order, using Pr 0 with sample size m0 is equivalent to using Pr with sample size m0e D m0 Pr S0 .2h /= PrS .2h /, which I call the “effective m” for PrS0 relative to Pr S .
Given more speci c knowledge of L, one could derive more
careful choices of Pr 0 , but because L is unknown, it is useful
that mismatches of Pr 0 , h0 , and m0 can be easily diagnosed. The
primary danger is that if h0 is too large, then spurious maxima
can occur in the tails of Lh due to the 1= Pr 0 weights, which
is like the danger of in nite variance of an importance sampled integral with a light-tailed importance density. Fortunately,
this can be easily diagnosed by examining the distribution of
O h0 and by making independent calculations
weights in (9) at 2
O h0 /. There is also the usual pitfall for kernel density sitof L.2
uations that for h0 too small, MC error can be large.
3.4.2 Estimating Smoothing Bias From Posterior Cumulants. A different approach, which shows good results in
Example 2 (Sec. 5), uses the multivariate Edgeworth approximation (e.g., Severini 2000, sec. 2.3) to estimate smoothing
mode bias. For a density f .y/ with mean zero,
µ
¶
1X
f .y/ ¼ Á .y; 6/ 1 C
·ij k Hij k .y; 6/ ;
6

(21)

ij k

where Á is the multivariate normal density, ·ij k are the third
cumulants of f , and Hij k are the Hermite polynomials
Hij k D zi zj zk ¡ ¸j k zi ¡ ¸ik zj ¡ ¸ij zk ;

(22)

where z D 6 ¡1 y and ¸ij D .6 ¡1 /ij . Following the approximation of the distance between the mean and mode of a univariate,
unit-variance distribution as approximately ¡ 12 ·3 (Stuart and
Ord 1994, exercise 6.20) from keeping O.z/ and larger terms
in the derivative of f , the kth dimension of the mean-mode distance, denoted as y¤f .k/, is approximated by
1
y¤f .k/ ¼ ¡
2

X
·ij k .6

¡1

/ij :

(23)

3.5 Choice of h
Complex methods for choosing h have been proposed for
general kernel mode estimation problems (e.g., Romano 1988;
Grund and Hall 1995), but here I consider a simpler choice motivated by the asymptotically Gaussian shape of L and by the
potential for zooming in suf ciently so that L can be approximated as Gaussian near its mode. If L is unit Gaussian, and
Pr and Kh are Gaussian with mean 0 and variances ¾p and h
in each dimension, then the asymptotic variance (13) in each
dimension l is
.¾p2 /d C1 .1 C h2 /d C2

O h;l / ¼
var.2

;
m.1 C ¾p2 /d =2hd C2 .h2 .¾p2 ¡ 1/ C 2¾p2 /d=2C1
(25)
which, for ¾p ! 1, is
O h;l / ¼
var.2

y¤g .k/ ¡ y ¤f .k/

£¡
¢
¤
1X
¼¡
·ij k .6 C 6 2h /¡1 ij ¡ .6 ¡1 /ij ;
2

(24)

ij

k D 1; : : : ; d. This approximationcan be used for MCKL with a
wide prior and f D PrS , g D Kh ¤ PrS , to estimate the smoothing mode bias of the posterior as an approximationto that of L.

(26)

O h;l / and a feasible sample size m,
Given a target value of var.2
(25) or (26) can be numerically solved for h. I consider choosO h /=L.2// > q, where
ing the target value by  xing p D Pr.L.2
p and q must be chosen. Solutions of (25) and (26) give somewhat counterintuitive results, because increasing h increases
accuracy in the Gaussian case (i.e., as h ! 1, MCKL estimates the mean, which for symmetric L is the mode), but
this approach at least translates h into a useful accuracy statement. A coordinate scaling still must be estimated, because
(25) and (26) use unit variance for L. A simple choice is to use
standardized principal components of the posterior (for a wide
prior). Another possibility would be to estimate the Hessian
of L around its mode and then scale axes so that it approximates a unit-Gaussian mode. Although further results on automated, optimal choices of prior and kernel bandwidth could
improve MCKL, manual choices are nevertheless practicable.
3.6 Unweighted Monte Carlo Kernel Likelihood
For a wide,  at prior, one can also consider an unweighted
density estimate divided by the prior,

ij

Convolution with a Gaussian kernel adds covariance matrices
but leaves the mean and third cumulants unchanged. Therefore,
for the convolved density g D Kh ¤ f , where Kh has covariance matrix 6 h , the difference between the modes of g and f
is approximately

.1 C h2 /d C2
:
C 2/d=2C1

mhd C2 .h2

Q
L.2/
D

m

X ¡
¢
1
Kh 2; 2.j / :
m Pr.2/

(27)

j D1

I refer to (27) as the UMCKL estimate. In practice,
UMCKL is useful only for wide priors because for  xed h,
¤PrS .2/
Q
L.2/
! KhPr.2/
as m ! 1. For narrow Pr, this function
can have no maximum. For example, if L is N .0; 1/ and
¾2
2
/, then Kh ¤ PrS is N .0; Pr 2 C h2 /, so that for
Pr is N .0; ¾Pr
h2 >

4
¾ Pr
Kh ¤PrS
2 , Pr.2/
1C¾Pr

1C¾Pr

has only a global minimum, and in prac-

tice one might not sample with m large enough to choose h
below this criterion. For my population dynamics example with
a nearly  at prior, UMCKL gives virtually the same results as
MCKL, but MCKL is more general because of its potential for
zooming in.
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4. EXAMPLE 1: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
FOR A POPULATION DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT

(a)

I compared convergenceef ciency for the  ve MC maximum
likelihood methods for a hypothetical age-structured population dynamics experiment. Simulated experiments were started
with known conditions of 10 adult insects placed on each of
20 plants, 10 each grown in treatment and control conditions.
Noisy observations were taken for eggs, juveniles, and adults
every 10 days for 40 days (Fig. 1). This represents a simple,
typical ecological experiment.
4.1 Stage-Structured Population Model
For the population model, n.a; t/ is the number of individuals of age a at time t , with a and t taking integer values
and 1 · a · amax , so the state at time t is the age vector,
n.t/ D [n.1; t/; n.2; t/; : : : ; n.amax ; t/]. Using a state-space format, denote the state dynamics by
¡
¢
n.t C 1/ D A n.t/; º t C1 n.t/
(28)
and an observation at time t by
¡
¢
Yt D G Bn.t/; ² t ;

(b)

(29)

where the matrix A determines day cohort survival and reproduction, matrix B sums day cohorts into stage totals (e.g., the
 rst several day cohorts may be eggs, which are estimated together), G models estimation of stage totals, º t is process noise,
and ² t is observation noise.
The matrix A is called a Leslie matrix in population biology. In an age cohort model, it can have non-0 elements only
in the top row, the subdiagonal, and the lower right corner. In
the top row, A1;a is the daily reproductive rate of age a individuals. In the subdiagonal, AaC1;a is the survival rate of age a
individuals who grow into age a C 1. Cohort amax serves to
collect individuals with age ¸ a max , with survival Aamax ;amax .
(See Caswell 2001 for a thorough treatment of matrix models
in ecology.) Model (28)  ts in the more general class of physiologically structured models with n.a; t/ the density of individuals age a at time t , with a and t taking continuous values
(Metz and Diekmann 1986; Tuljapurkar and Caswell 1997;
Gurney and Nisbet 1998). These models have a wide and complex range of potential dynamics, and it seems unlikely that
 tting methods that perform inadequately for my example can
handle more complex cases.
For my simulated examples, I assume that A does not depend on n and that day cohorts in the same life stage share
the same demographic rates—a common, realistic assumption
for arthropods with distinct stages (instars) separated by molting (Gurney, Nisbet, and Lawton 1983). De ne individuals
with 0 · a < LE as eggs, those with LE · a < .LE C LJ / as
juveniles, and those with a ¸ .LE C LJ / as adults. Let Ds be
the maximum integer less than Ls , for s 2 fE; J g, and let Ss be
the daily survival rate for an individual in stage s 2 fE; J; Ag.
For each stage transition there may be one day cohort with individuals in both stages, so let hs1 s1 and hs1 s2 be the fractions
of individuals in the s1 ! s2 day cohort who experience the
survival rates for stages s1 and s2 , with the obvious choice

(c)

Figure 1. Simulated Data for Example 1: Control ( ) and Treatment ( ) Trajectories for (a) Eggs, (b) Juveniles, and (c) Adults for
the Simulated Population Experiment for Which Likelihood Maximization
Comparisons Were Conducted.

of hEE D LE ¡ DE , hEJ D 1 ¡ hEE , hJ J D LJ ¡ DJ , and
hJ A D 1 ¡ hJ J . Now the non-0 elements of A are
8
SE ;
a · DE
>
>
>
<h S C h S ;
a D DE C 1
EE E
EJ J
AaC1;a D
(30)
>
DE C 1 < a · D J
> SJ ;
>
:
h J J SJ C h J A SA ;
a D DJ C 1
and

Aa;a D SA ;

a D amax D DJ C 2:

(31)
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Only adults reproduce, so
»
¯SE .t/;
A1;a D
h0J A ¯SE .t/;

a D amax

a D DJ C 1,

(32)

where h0J A is the fraction of the J ! A cohort (age DJ C 1)
in stage A at time t C 1, de ned by h0J A D hJ A SA =
.hJ J SJ C hJ A SA /.
For environmental randomness in the survival rates, I let SE ,
SJ , and SA change every 2 days as follows:
Ss .zs .t// D

exp[as C bs zs .t/]
1 C exp[a s C bs zs .t/]

(33)

zs .t/ » N .0; 1/;

t odd;

(34)

zs .t/ D zs .t ¡ 1/;

t even;

(35)

and

where s 2 fE; J; Ag. For simplicity, a reasonable time scale of
environmental variation has been assumed to be 2 days. One
could let environmental variation be autocorrelated and/or have
a different time scale. For variation in fecundity, let ¯ for each
experimental replicate be gamma distributed with mean ¹¯ and
standard deviation ¾¯ .
I assume that observations are made every 10 days at times
t1 D 10; : : : ; t4 D 40. To de ne the stage summation matrix B,
assign indices E D 1, J D 2, and A D 3 for the rows of B,
giving
8
Ds¡1 C 1 < a · Ds
1;
>
>
>
< h0
a D Ds¡1 C 1
s¡1;s ;
Bs;a D
(36)
0
>
hs;sC1 ;
a D DsC1 C 1
>
>
:
0;
otherwise,
with s 2 fE; J; Ag, h0EJ de ned by similar logic as for h0J A before, and D0 ´ ¡1. The observations are distributed as
Ys .t/ » N .Bn.t/s ; ¾ D :1Bn.t/s C :01/;

(37)

where s 2 fE; J; Ag. I also assume that the investigators have
conducted replicated observation trials independentlyof the experiment and know this model of the observation distributions.
For the experimental length of 40 days, with one ¯ value
and a three-dimensional z value for every 2 days, the dimension of º was 61 for each experimental unit. Control parameters were ¹¯ D 4, ¾¯2 D 1, SE .0/ D :9, SJ .0/ D :8, SA .0/ D :7,
bE D bJ D bA D :1, LE D 4:0, and LJ D 6:0. Treatment parameters were: ¹¯ D 8:0, SE .0/ D :86, SJ .0/ D :76, SA .0/ D :66,
and all others identical to control. The treatment here represents some change in plant growth conditions, such as water or
nutrient regime, induction of secondary chemical defenses, or
different plant type. The assumed effect of the treatment is a
shift in life history strategy toward higher fecundity at the cost
of lower survival; insects often have a high range of phenotypic plasticity. These parameters lead to very rapid population
growth, with 10s to 1,000s of eggs and 10s of adults by the
end of the experiment, which can happen with real organisms.
I considered the idealized situation that the experimenters use

the correct model structure for analysis, including knowledge
of the observation model (37). I used the null hypothesis that
all parameters are equal between treatment and control, and the
alternative that ¹¯ , aE , a J , and aA may vary between treatment
and control.
4.2 Implementation Issues
For the MCEM and MCLR methods, I used a block sampling
Metropolis–Hastings algorithm to sample from Pr.º i jY i / for
 xed 2 (Liu, Wong, and Kong 1994; Roberts and Sahu 1997;
Shephard and Pitt 1997; Liu and Sabatti 2000) with blocks of
adjacent z values. I sampled separately from ¯, with log-normal
proposals iterated  ve times and blocks of 10, 5, and 1 adjacent z’s, with normal proposals. This sampling is cumbersome
because, unlike in many state-space models, there is no guarantee of the existence, or an easy solution for, the noise that
moves one state to another arbitrary state. This means that the
state trajectory must be recalculated for each proposal from the
earliest proposed change to the end of the trajectory. Simpler
situations could have been devised for the examples here, but
the goal was to maintain generality, with the most general case
being recalculation of the entire state process for any change
in º. The sampler produced a well-mixed sample, recording the
sample after every  fth full iteration.
A second issue for the MCEM and MCLR methods was
how large the MCMC sample should be for each experimental
unit for each optimization iteration. After some experimentation, I show results that start with m D 1,000 and then, after
fast initial progress toward the MLE, use either m D 1,000
or m D 5,000. The performance of these algorithms has not
been fully optimized, but the results suggest that further optimization is unwarranted in this case.
For the MCD method, there was a choice of whether to importance sample for ¯ and/or z. Because there was only a single ¯ for each trajectory, this value was very important, and
I used an importance density that was N .¹¯ ; ¾ D 1:1¾¯ /. The
mapping from º (61-dimensional) to X.º/ (12-dimensional) is
roughly degenerate in the sense that many different º values
can produce similar X.º/. This diminishes the role of extreme
z values, which appears to be why importance sampling for the
z’s offered little or no improvement in preliminary trials and
was not used.
For the MCKL method, sampling from Pr.2; º 1 ; : : : ; º n j
Y1 ; : : : ; Yn / was considerably more complicated than sampling each Pr.º i jYi / for  xed 2 because of strong correlations between 2 and each º i . I reparameterized by replacing
aE , aJ , and aA with SE D SE .0/, SJ D SJ .0/, and SA D SA .0/.
Metropolis–Hastings steps for joint parameter-process noise directions were developed based on biological interpretations.
For example, SE was negatively correlated with ¯i because
higher fecundity can compensate for lower egg survival to produce similar population trajectories. To take advantage of this,
I used a Metropolis–Hastings proposal in the parameterization
.SE ; k1 ; k2 ; : : : ; kn / D g.SE ; ¯1 ; ¯2 ; : : : ; ¯n /, with g de ned by
L
ki D ¯i SE E , which is the number of eggs surviving to become
juveniles in the mean environment (zE D 0), for i D 1; : : : ; n.
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The transformed density is
Pr.SE ; k1 ; : : : ; kn / D

Pr.SE ; ¯1 ; : : : ; ¯n /
nLE

SE

;

(38)

where the denominator is the determinant of the Jacobian
of g.¢/. Then for a proposal density q.SE0 jSE /, adjusting
the ¯i ’s to keep the ki ’s constant, the Metropolis–Hastings ratio
in the original coordinates is
Q
Q
nL
[ niD1 Pr.Y i jº 0i ; 20 /] Pr.SE0 /[ niD1 Pr.¯i0 j20 /]SE E q.SE jSE0 /
;
Qn
Qn
0nL
[ iD1 Pr.Yi jº i ; 2/] Pr.SE /[ iD1 Pr.¯i j2/]SE E q.SE0 jSE /
(39)

where prime indicates a proposal value and model terms that
cancel [e.g., Pr.z/] have been omitted. This approach is similar to the generalized Gibbs steps of Liu and Sabatti (2000).
The proposal density q.SE0 jSE / was a re ected normal distribution centered on SE , with re ection points at 0 and 1, so
q.SE jSE0 / D q.SE0 jSE /.
Other Metropolis–Hastings steps included sampling from SJ
L
holding each ¯i SJ J constant; from .SE ; SJ / holding each
L
L
¯i SE E SJ J constant; from SA holding each ¯i =.1 ¡ SA / (lifetime reproductive output of an adult in the mean environment)
constant; from LE ¡ LJ holding LE C LJ constant; from
LE ¡ LJ holding LE C LJ and each ¯i SELE SJLJ constant; from
each parameter separately, in some cases log-transformed; and
from process noises using the sampler described for the MCEM
and MCLR methods. Samples were recorded after every 15 iterations to ensure good mixing. For the convergence study,
MCMC sample sizes were 2,000, (increments of 2,000); : : : ;
8,000, (increments of 4,000); : : :; 40,000.
For MCKL, I used a Gaussian kernel on the standardized
principal components of the 2 sample, with h chosen by solvO
> :95/ D :95. (A Jacobian ading (26) so that Pr.L.2/=L.2/
justment would be required for a coordinate transformation
after sampling and before kernel estimation, but the constant
Jacobian of a linear transformation just introduces another scaling constant.) For the constrained .d D 10/ parameter space,
this gave h from .86 (m D 2,000) to 0.55 (m D 40,000) and
from 1.03 (m D 2,000) to .67 (m D 40,000) for the unconstrained .d D 14/ parameter space. Figure 2 shows posterior
pro le contours from the unconstrained posterior; the MCMC
algorithms mixed well, and the approximately normal assumption for (26) seems reasonable. The prior was proper but virtually  at throughout the region of the posterior.
O h / was estimated by importance samFor all methods, L.2
pling. Normal approximations PrSi .º i / to each PrS .º i jYi / were
estimated from MCMC samples, using the same state sampler
as in MCEM and MCLR, and were used as the importance density in
#
µ X
n
m
/
X
¡ .j / ¢ Pr.º .j
1
i /

l.2/ ¼
;
log
Pr Yi º i
.j /
m
PrSi .º i /
iD1
j D1
.j /

ºi

» PrSi .º i /;

(40)

with m D 10,000. MCMC samples for estimating each Pr Si had
m D 2,000.

Figure 2. Posterior Pro le Contours (maximized over all other dimensions) for Three Pairs of Standardized Principal Components of the Posterior Sample for the Unconstrained Parameter Space of the Simulated
Population Experiment, Plotted Over a Thinned Marginal Sample.

For all methods, optimizationwas conductedusing a standard
Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm (Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling,
and Flannery 1992). Restarting an optimization algorithm after  rst convergence is often a good safety step. I restarted the
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MCKL optimization, which has almost no computational burden because the kernel likelihood calculations are fast once
the sample is obtained. For the MCD method, I optimized
with an initial sample of m D 10,000, followed by a restart
with m D 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, or 40,000. For PF, I used a
sample size scheme such that for the unconstrained parameter space (d D 10), the total number of state trajectories calculated over all n replicates matched the totals for MCD for
each m. For example, samples of .2;500; 1;250; 1;250; 1;250/
for [º i .10/; º i .20/; º i .30/; º i .40/] give the same total trajectories as m D 10,000 in MCD. The larger samples for º i .10/
alleviate the PF dif culty of sample thinning and are computationally cheap, because the same sample can be used for all
replicates up to the  rst observation.
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(a)

4.3 Results
MCKL converged quickly to the maximum likelihood as MC
sample size (and computation time) increased (Fig. 3). MCEM,
MCLR, MCD, and PF all show quick initial movement toward
the maximum likelihood, but then very slow subsequent convergence. The results shown in Figure 3 were produced by
starting with (the same) parameter values moderately far away
from the MLEs and are typical of other simulated datasets that
were tried. For MCKL, the initial conditions have little effect
because the MCMC sampler moves quickly around the parameter posterior. This appears to be a relatively unskewed likelihood surface (Fig. 2), so that even for the smallest sample size
(m D 2,000) with relatively large kernel bandwidth, the MCKL
estimate is quite good. For initial parameters even further away,
MCEM and MCLR perform even worse. For some parameters
close to the MLEs, MCEM and MCLR perform reasonably,
but I have no results about how close is close enough or how
one could assess in practice whether one of these methods has
achieved a correct maximum. McCulloch (1997) suggested using MCEM  rst, followed by MCLR once parameters close to
the MLE are known. My results do not rule out that MCLR
may be useful near the MLE. Also note that for MCD and PF,
the lines connect points in increasing order of MC sample size
(10,000 to 40,000 for the restart sample) and illustrate that time
to convergence can depend on the sample.
Comparison of MCD and PF shows that PF is more ef cient for likelihood estimation at  xed 2 but that MCD
provides a smooth surface that allows optimization (Fig. 4).
Hürzeler and Künsch (1998, 2001) used a loess smoother on
a regular grid of PF likelihood evaluations in one and two dimensions, but this would be unwieldy for higher dimensions.
Stavropoulos and Titterington (2001) smoothed the PF likelihood surface by resampling particles from a kernel density
estimate of Pr.º 1 : t j1 : t ¡1 /. With this approach, the likelihood
surface would be smooth with respect to a  xed sample of underlying random variables used for the simulations, but the  lter
densities at each time would be distorted by kernel smoothing.
I used MCKL (with m D 10,000) to  t 100 simulated experiments, and found that despite MC and smoothing errors,
it offers dramatic improvement over ANOVA for detecting
the treatment effect (de Valpine 2003). In all cases, ¡2 times
the likelihood ratio was in the extreme tail of a Â42 distribution [the minimum value was 115, compared with P .Â42 >
33:4/ D 10¡6 ], strongly rejecting the null. In contrast, a t test

(b)

Figure 3. Convergence to Maximum Likelihood Estimates for Five
MC Likelihood Approximations for (a) Unconstrained and (b) Constrained Parameter Spaces of the Population Model. Starting parameters for optimization were ¹ ¯ D true value C 5, aE D true value ¡ 1.0,
¾¯2 D true value C 1.0, bA D true value C .1, and the true value of all
other parameters. For the constrained optimization, starting values were
the average of control and treatment starting values. MCD and PF
points are connected in order of MC sample size; maximization time depends on the sample, so a particular larger sample can happen to give
faster maximization than a smaller one. For MCKL, the MCMC sampler
starts with the same initial parameter values as the other methods but
quickly samples throughout the posterior. Even for the smallest MCKL
sample, m D 2,000, the MCKL provides a fairly good maximum likelihood estimate ( , MCKL; £, MCD; ¤, PF; ±, MCLR 1K; ², MCLR 5K;
, MCEM 1K; , MCEM 5K).

with Welch correction for unequal variances on the log distributions of eggs, juveniles, or adults at the end of the experiment rejected the null in only 44, 17, and 2 out of 100 cases.
ANOVA is the conventional analysis method in applied entomology, so the inaccuracies in MC state-space likelihoods are
tiny relative to the dramatic improvement over common practice offered by using population models for hypothesis tests
with population data. See de Valpine (2003) for more simulated
power comparisons.
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h choices as ad hoc but reasonable—the kind of practical decisions often made in other importance sampling and density
estimation contexts, which invite more theoretical development
but may be useful nonetheless.
Figure 5 shows distributions of the log-likelihood error,
O h /=L.20 //, where 20 is the true MLE, from 100 simlog.L.2
ulated datasets with d D 5; 10; 15; 20. For all d, I used m D
40,000, which is excessive for small d but simpli es comparisons across d values. The right-hand axes show the p values
that would result from the maximum likelihood errors if the
true p value from a Âd2 test for ¡2 log.L/ is .05 and the MCKL
estimate is for an unconstrained parameter space. The cumulant
correction and zooming methods offer dramatic improvements,
and in a real analysis zooming could be iterated and sample
sizes increased for greater accuracy.
Figure 4. Pro le of Log-Likelihood Estimates for MCD and PF Along
a Discrete Transect of ¹ ¯ and aE (values not shown) Near the MLE
of the Population Model. A bootstrapped 95% con dence interval for a
single parameter value is shown for each method, offset left (MCD) and
right (PF) of the ¹¯ value.

5. EXAMPLE 2: ZOOMING AND
CUMULANT CORRECTION
To investigate the accuracy of MCKL with zooming and
cumulant-based corrections as dimensionality increases, I considered estimation of d-dimensionalnormal standard deviations
from n D 10 d-dimensional unit normal data points. I assume
that the data are independent but that the standard deviations
must be estimated jointly. This an arti cial but useful situation
giving the conditions of interest: a d-dimensional likelihood
surface that is skewed, so smoothing mode bias is substantial;
easy posterior simulation; and easy calculation of true MLEs
for comparison.
De ne ¾l as the standard deviation and ´l D 1=¾l2 for each
dimension l. De ne each dimension of the prior as
³ ´ ®¡1
1
2
e ¡r=¾l :
Pr.¾l / /
(41)
2
¾l
Because Pr.¾l / D 2j´l j 1:5 Pr.´l /, (41) can be simulated by
´l » gamma with shape ® ¡ 1:5 and rate r. Similarly, the posterior PrS .¾l / D Pr.¾l jY/ can be simulated by ´l jY »
Pgamma
with shape ®jY D ® ¡ 1:5 C :5n, rjY D r C :5 niD1 Y2i .
I used ® D 1, r D :1 (mean D standard deviation D 10) for an
uninformative prior.
I calculated the cumulant correction (24) from posterior cumulants. For a zooming correction, I used an estimate of PrS ,
with ®jY and rjY estimated from the sample, as a zoomed
prior Pr0 . For the unzoomed prior I calculated hl , l D 1; : : : ; d,
O h /=L.20 / > :99/ D :9 and scaling
by solving (26) for Pr.L.2
by the standard deviation of the sample. For the zoomed case,
I estimated m0e using the ratio of unzoomed to zoomed posterior densities, estimated by kernel estimates with bandwidth
:75 ¤ h, with h from the unzoomed case. I then re-solved (26)
with m D m0e to obtain a smaller h for the zoomed case. I also
applied the cumulant correction from the unzoomed posterior
moments to estimate 12h for the zoomed h. I view these

6. DISCUSSION
At least for my motivating class of problems, with replicated
short state-space datasets, MCKL provides ef ciency gains
over other MC maximum likelihood methods that can facilitate practical use. MCKL’s greatest strength may be in quickly
locating approximate MLEs, and Example 2 shows that it can
be very accurate. Nevertheless, further work is warranted on
reducing smoothing mode bias or, if no smoothing bias is acceptable, perhaps switching to another method once MCKL
has quickly located a neighborhood of the MLE. Further work
on automated bandwidth selection and protocols for zooming
would also facilitate the application of MCKL.
I have focused on relatively basic versions of each method,
but all of the methods have the potential for improvements
and combinations. For example, Levine and Casella (2001)
considered an MCEM method where the sample approximating Pr.º i jYi ; 20 / can be obtained by reweighting the sample
from the previous iteration, according to importance sampling
principles, instead of running a new MCMC each time. A similar idea could be used for MCLR, although in both cases it
improves only the repeated sampling aspect of their ef ciency,
not the repeated local maximization aspect.
Posterior sampling by means other than MCMC may improve MCKL implementation and ef ciency. Gordon et al.
(1993), Kitagawa (1998), and Kitagawa and Sato (2001) proposed sampling Pr.2; º 1 ; : : : ; º n jY1 ; : : : ; Y n / by particle  ltering parameters and states jointly with arti cial parameter
“dynamics,” such as 2.t C 1/ D 2 C noise, to alleviate sample
degradation. Liu and West (2001) addressed the sample degradation problem using West’s (1993) approach of kernel smoothing the parameter dimensions (see also Liu and Chen 1998; and
Berzuini, Best, Gilks, and Larizza 1997). Another approach by
Gilks and Berzuini (2001) and Berzuini and Gilks (2001) is to
use MCMC steps to mix particles after each  lter step.
For the population model example, the correlations between
parameter and process noise dimensions were problematic, and
ef cient samplers were obtained only by drawing on understanding of the model dynamics, which takes away from the
generality of the approach. An alternative way to formulate the
model would be with random variables for each transition between each day class. This would in ate the dimension of the
process noise space, but would allow calculation of Metropolis–
Hastings ratios without recalculating entire state trajectories
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Figure 5. Distributions of Log Maximum Likelihood Error for Example 2. For dimensionalities d D 5, 10, 15, 20, box-and-whisker plots from
100 simulated datasets are plotted with no correction (“None”), cumulant correction (“Cum”), one iteration of zooming (“Zoom”), and zooming
with cumulant correction (“Both”). Right-side axes show p values that would be estimated by a Âd2 test if the true p value is .05 (see text).

for each proposal. The primary dif culty would still be the
parameter–noise or parameter–state correlations, and it is unclear whether this alternative formulation would have led to a
more general approach to that dif culty.
Implementation issues aside, application of MC state-space
likelihood ratio tests to population dynamics experiments offers the potential for signi cant insight into complex ecological dynamics. Many such experiments are conducted every
year and are typically analyzed with ANOVA models that do
not incorporate relevant biological processes, with a handful of
exceptions that are in various ways specialized (e.g., Dennis,
Desharnais, Cushing, and Costantino 1995; Dennis et al. 2001;
Ives et al. 1999; Gibson, Gilligan, and Kleczkowski 1999;
Bjørnstad, Sait, Stenseth, Thompson, and Begon 2001). Statespace likelihood methods offer increased statistical power,

closer connections between hypothesized processes and statistical analyses, and the potential to analyze novel kinds
of experiments.
[Received January 2002. Revised September 2003.]
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